
Food for thought

the business impact of Covid-19



The purpose of this document is to serve you with some 
reminders and perhaps some creative ideas.

o People

o Employees

o Employers

o Customers

o Survival

o Improving communication

o Some tools that will help

With what we know about



The impact of Covid-19  

what we know about people



People prefer to avoid the effort of thinking

Over-confidence makes people take dangerous risks

Fear makes people paranoid and good decisions more difficult

A high desire for control makes people aggressive or passive-aggressive

Covid-19 has revealed 4 types of people, afraid, aggressive, over-confident, calm (rare)

What we know about people



The impact of Covid-19  

what we know about employees



Good communication is not always easy for employees

Fear and uncertainty can make good people make bad decisions

Feeling under-valued will not stop good people from doing their best, abuse will

Purpose gives people meaning to their work and motivates them (sometimes in extreme ways)

The return to work and ’performance’ is going to be a joy for some and a motivational challenge for others

What we know about employees



The impact of Covid-19  

what we know about employers



Employers will make change happen 

Good change needs good people on-side and committed 

Past experience always affects the commitment of their employees

Employers that have the best people skills have massive competitive advantage

Some businesses will thrive, some will survive and some will fail because of inevitable change 

What we know about employers



The impact of Covid-19  

what we know about customers



Forgiveness for bad service does not last 

They don’t care about you, they care about their needs 

What are seen as non-essentials can get dropped quickly

The smartest things to do are not always seen as the right thing to do

Good communication at the right time can positively influence their decisions 

What we know about customers



The impact of Covid-19  

what we know about survival and value



Competitive forces mean that retaining good employees and good customers

driving revenue up and cost ratios down greatly depends on people. 

Employers that have the best people skills have 

massive competitive advantage.

What we know about survival



The impact of Covid-19  

building effective teams



Solutions involve people

good solutions tend to arise when the right people 

come together to create them and then enable them to succeed

Progress



Ego can drive us to survival mode behaviour.

o Unprepared and defensive

o Blind to useful feedback and suggestions

o Inwardly focused

Its worth remembering

o When ego drives us the ability to think switches off.

o People may do more for others than they will do for themselves 

o Ego is the enemy, unless you learn to work with it, it will work 

against you

Ego is the enemy

Beware of getting caught by the detail 

and limited by your ego



To develop anything good you must go on a journey and not give up too soon

Poor Good Excellent Outstanding

A poor idea can be the catalyst for a good one, beware of ruling out 

and losing the power in the ideas from others. 

Encourage ideas, don’t kill them.

The process of design and development

Beware of getting caught in the detail 

and limited by your ego.



Attitude Amplifies Ability

Loyalty Effort

Results

Attitude amplifies ability in you and others



“As a man thinketh”

Thoughts drive feelings and 

feelings drive behaviour
and stress

Getting the best out of you and others



How can I help you? 

Your questions may prove extremely helpful before, during and 
after the meeting. Please ask them!

They will also help your communication and influencing skills, 

which everyone needs sometimes. 

This model emotion, distraction, 

interests and timing appears 

in more detail within the 

communication pages.

We hope it helps.

Three things to think about as an organizer and attendee

1. Planning

2. Preparation

3. Pay-off

What’s most important to you, your interests or the interests of

the other people at the meeting?

Of course the answer depends. But most of the time our

own interests (if we are honest about this) are more

important. This is why so much time can be wasted

through a lack of planning and preparation.

Investment of your time will lead to a much better and

longer lasting pay-off for you and everyone involved.

We know this but why don’t we do it? This is because our

species prefers to do rather than think and prepare. We are
too busy, we have other priorities are well used excuses.

Having better meetings



Improving communication in challenging situations - EDIT

Make it 

1. Easy to understand and do

2. Hard to misunderstand

3. Valuable to your audience

When asking or explaining

Use this is because to make it clear

Be prepared to perform

o Right people

o Right time

o Right environment

o Right agenda

o Right way

o Right outcome

Follow-up

Work to deadlines



o The mind has a powerful influence on the human body, it can work against the 

interests of the body.

o When experiencing bad stress, the mind will alert the body to prepare it for danger.

o Relaxing the body can have a significant impact on reducing the effects of bad 

stress, thereby improving listening, communication, reasoning and negotiation skills 

(going to the bathroom, enjoying a cup of tea, mindful breathing ...).

o Helping groups to relax physically can have a positive impact on their abilities to work 

together and find solutions. Simply moving can change the game.

o Good stress energises creativity and action. Bad stress can kill it.

o People tend to be good at reading body language, so beware of what your body is 

communicating (boredom, anxiety, fear, enthusiasm, optimism, passion...)

When the mind is in a state of joy, purpose, excitement or enthusiasm (flow) 

the body will be energised and good ideas will follow.

The power of physiology



Considering the impact of Covid-19  

maybe PSL can help your people 

and business today



Our mission is to help people and 

businesses grow

We serve clients from the public and private 

sectors, ranging from large multinational 

organizations, departments and agencies to 

small businesses across the UK and 

internationally. 

We offer a highly flexible and inspiring approach 

to people and business development. 


